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Proponents of the "different cultures" model describe the genders as
essentially different and segregated from one another. When applied to
children, girls are said to be more cooperative than boys. Cooperative
education Ffsearch suggests that use of cooperative goal structures (making
cooperation a requirement to reach a goal) increases not only learning but
also prosocial interactions among students. This paper describes the effect
of introducing cooperative activities to a second grade physical education
class. The different cultures model would predict girls to be more receptive
to and better at cooperative activities: the cooperative education literature
would predict a decrease in gender segregation. Neither of these outcomes
was observed. Results are discussed in the context of a situational model
advocated by Thorne in Gender Play: Girls and Boysat School (1993).

This paper resulted from the combination of two ostensibly unrelated
interests of its coauthors. One was a growing conviction that if schools are to
socialize children to behave prosocially, cooperation should replace the
traditionally competitive approaches to education, including physical education.
The other was a concern about gender inequality, which social science literature
suggests is fostered in schools by the separation of girls and boys into two
groups so different from each other as to beconceptualized as different cultures
(Lever 1976; Maccoby 1990; Thorne 1993).

To combine these interests we initiated an exploratory study in which we
introduced cooperative activities toa second grade physical education class.and.
observed the interactions between the girls and boys. If cooperative activities
encourage prosocial behaviors (e.g., empathy, trust, perspective-taking) in
children as proponents claim, 'would it cross gender lines as well, making the
two cultures less distinct? If girls are by nature or culture more cooperative
would they find themselves at an advantage in a physical education class that
uses only cooperative activities, contrary to their usual experiences in
competitive activities? I

Since these questions are based in part on the "different cultures" model, we
describe the model briefly. For a full description and critique, see Chapter 6 in

*Direct correspondence to Nancy Gilliland, Department of Sociology, Moorhead
State University, Moorhead, MN 56563. We thank Polly Fassinger and Joel
Savre for their help.
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Thorne (1993), "Do Girls and Boys Have Different Cultures?" A critic of this
model, Thorne proposes an aJlernative "situational" model, asking in what
situations do girls and boys exhibit certain behaviors, including those attributed
to them by the different cuJlures model? For example, rather than say that boys
are competitive and girls COOperative, Thorne argues that we need to ask which
boys or girls are competitive. Where, when, and under what circumstances areIbey COOperative (Thome 1993:108)?

Do GirlsCooperative Better?
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Increasingly, feminist theorists reject the different cultures model as being
"essentialist," that is, portraying the genders (in this case girls and boys) as
essentially different (Stacey 1994). The model POrtrays the boys' culture as made
up of groups Ibat are larger, more public, hierarchiCal, and competitive, and girls'
groups as smaller, more oriented to relationships and intimacy, and more privateand cooperative (Thome 1993:92).

As might be expected, the different cuJlures model also describes the two
cultures as being physically separated, with interaction OCcurring primarily
within same-gender groups. The interaction styles reSUlting from this segregated
interaction have been calJed "enabling" (girls) and "restrictive" (boys)
(Unpublished manuscript cited in Maccoby 1990). Enabling refers to a style
Which facilitates interaction by enCouraging, agreeing, SUPPOrting one's partner;
the restrictive style diScourages interaction by COntradicting, interrupting,boasting, etc.

Like many proponents of the different cultures model, Maccoby (1990)
expresses concern about what happens later in life When these styles, developed
in largely segregated childhOOd groups, are used in adult mixed-gender
interactions. This concern illustrates the notion intrinsic to this model thai
these gender differences are deep-seated and unlikely to change in adulthood. A
more recent and POpularized version of this concern about the negative effects of
girls' and boys' learning different interaction (and language) styles is TanIWn's

. (1990) best seller, YouJustDonfUhder:Sii:lnd. The sociafconstruction ofgender
as difference is so POwerful (and apparently appealing) that people, inclUdingresearchers, see it everywhere (Lorber 1994).

Given our interest in gender interaction and the use ofcOOperativeactivities
in elementary physical education, the two aspects of the different cultures model
that we examined were cOoperativeness (vs. competitiveness) and gender
segregation. What does it mean to say that girls are more "cooperative'?" In an
early explication of this part of the different cultures model, Lever ( 1976)made a
distinction between play and games. Play Was defined as a COOperative interaction
that had no specitic goal, no end point, and no Winners, whereas games were
Competitive interactions with a goal, endpoint, and winners. According to Lever,
girls "played" more than boys; boys "gamed" more than girls. More recently, in
a stUdy refuting the differenr cultures model, Hughes (1988) interpreted girls'
COOperativeness as referring to their concern for relationships in general and
2
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Do Girls Cooperative Better?

other, possibly confounding, differences. It may have had the effect of
optimizing cooperation in both genders, but this did not constitute a problem for
our purposes.

A university professor of physical education (Grineski) planned and taught
eight 30-minute sessions of cooperative physical education. These sessions
occurred once a week. The other four days the regular teacher, who was also a
white male of similar age, used primarily individual or competitive-game
formats. During the 8 sessions, the children learned nineteen different activities,
each with a cooperative goal structure and no losers.

METHODS

Our method consisted primarily of observation recorded in field notes.
These were supplemented by one-minute interval recordings taken only during
the cooperative activities (as opposed to during instructions or demonstrations)
and one small-group interview.

In field notes we described the cooperative and non-cooperative interactions
of the girls and boys as they occurred during, as well as before and after the
activities. We also noted when and how the children segregated themselves.

The one-minute interval recordings made during the cooperative activities
consisted of observing one child at a time for 60 seconds, alternating between
girls and boys. Behaviors observed were classified as cooperative. non
cooperative, and neutral. We defined an action as cooperative when the child
physically helped a peer or peers with an activity, made verbal suggestions, or
gave positive reinforcement. We defined non-cooperative behavior as behavior
that detracted from collective goal achievement with peers. Typical examples of
this category were physical restriction of another child's participation and
unwillingness to participate in an activity. When children neither helped nor
hindered their partners or team members we termed their behavior as neutral.
When a child exhibited more than one kind of behavior during a one-minute
observation interval, classification depended on which kind of behavior took up
more of the interval; _

On our last observation day we divided tile' j 7 children who were present
into three mixed-sex groups. Each group met with one of the three coauthors in
different corners of the gym. In a group interview of about 15 minutes the
children were asked to respond to three questions: how they felt about the
cooperative activities we had introduced (i.e., whether they liked them or not);
whether they thought cooperation was "good;" and whether they liked to choose

-J their own partners or have their teacher choose for them. These interviews were
audio-taped and transcribed. Time (we preferred to use our limited time for
observation of the cooperative activities) and school policy did not permit
individual interviews, which would have been preferable given the influence of
peers in small groups. Also, in hindsight, single gender groups may have been
more effective. In any case, the children's comments reported below should be
interpreted cautiously.
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We have outlined a number of methodological limitations in this
preliminary effort to explore gender segregation and cooperation among young
children in a physical education classroom. The short duration of the
observation period was a serious constraint, and the fact that the children were
engaged in the cooperative activities only one day out of 5 has unknown
consequences. Had it been every day, their learning would have OCCurred more
rapidly, but they may have tired of the activities. All of these limitations should
be addressed in a more comprehensive study: larger sample sizes, varying age
groups, longer duration ofobservations, and more time for interviewing.

FINDINGS

Using the melhods described we looked for similarities and differences in the
behaviors of the girls and boys. These observations are reported in the follOWing
categories: cooperativeness, reprimands, enthusiasm for COOperative activities,
displays of affecti9n, ability/skill, and segregation. Like cOoperativeness and
segregation, these categories came primarily from the different cultures model.

Cooperativeness. The interval recording system resulted in 64 one-minute
intervals: 33 for girls' and 3 I for boys' actions. Seventy percent of girls'
behaviors were COOperative, 12% were non-cooperative, and 18% neutral. Of the
boys' behaViors, 64% were cooperative, 23% were non-cOOperative, and 13%
were neutral. Thus, girls performed only slightly more cOOperative acts (70%
vs. 64%). It should be noted, however, that boys were almost twice as likely to
be non-cooperative (23% vs, 12%). This difference may be explained by the fact
that on the whole the boys tended to be less physically restrained than the girls.
Whereas girls' non-cooperation took the form of ignoring instructions or
rejecting another player, boys' non-COOperation seemed to stem from their being
less able or less Willing to control themselves as in sitting still dliring
instructions, stopping their action when told, fOllOWing directions, o''r beingquiet.

Reprimands Individual boys were reprimanded by the teacher more than
twice as often as were in(fividual girls(lO VS:'4"timesX'soiriet[mes'ha~{ngto "sit
out" ofan activity for several minutes at a time. Only one girl was ever requiredto sit out.2

Enthusiasm/attitudes. Field notes revealed that both genders were equally
responsive to the cooperative-activity formal. This was consistent with their
respective rates of COOperation (70% for girls vs. 64% for boys) in the intervalrecordings reponed above.

When we interviewed the children at the end of the observation period we
tried to elicit the meanings they attached to cooperation, inclUding their degree of
enthusiasm for it The Words "cooperation" and "collective" had been used
frequently by the teacher introdUCing the cOoperative activies over the three
month period. For example, they did "collective" pushups in groups of three or
foer in which they pooled the number completed. .

6
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boys and girls. The other, as reported in the remainder of this section, was that
the children segregated themselves by gender whenever they had the opportunity.

Segregation. Of the 19 cooperative activities we introduced, 15 required
participation with partners or in small groups. The children were allowed to
choose their own partners in 10 of these; the teacher chose for them in 5. In no
instance did a boy choose a girl Or vice versa, although at times they were forced
together because of uneven numbers. The different cultures model describes a
high degree of gender segregation among children, and Thorne (1993) points out
that "study after study" in the United States and some other countries has found
that when they have a choice boys and girls are more likely to separate than
integrate. Still, we were not expecting the total segregation we found in these
children, especially in the absence of any evidence of antagonism between the
girls and the boys. When another-gender partner was chosen for them, we
observed in a few cases a momentary look of disappointment, irritation, or mock
incredulity ("You and me??!), but once the game commenced, we saw no further
resistance. On one occasion a group of two boys and two girls effectively
segregated themselves within their mixed group in the way they organized the
activity. (We should also point out that we saw the boy in one mixed-gender
pair approach his designated girl partner with a happy smile.)

Although they never chose each other, boys and girls never invoked gender
verbally except when asked to in our last-day interviewing. In the 15 minute
group interview described earlier, we asked if the children preferred to choose
their own partners or to have the teacher do it. Two of the three groups
immediately responded that they preferred to choose. Four girls' responses from
these groups are quoted as follows:

1. "I like it when I get to pick my own partner because I always get
the person I like. It (Two boys indicated agreement).

2. "I like it when I get to pick. Then if you have a good friend who
you told you would be with, then .. [you can keep the promise]." 3. "I·

.. . like [picking my own partner] because then they like to do what I want
to do." 4. "I like picking because sometimes I'd promise somebody that
1would go with them, and then I can't. It

The third group (two girls and three boys) at first responded that it is better
when the teacher chooses, giving socially acceptable reasons such as an
opportunity to be with a variety of different people and getting to be with two
particular boys that are otherwise always together. Most of this talk came from
the boys. When the interviewer pressed to see if there was a genuine consensus,
o~e girl dissented: she said, "I want to choose." When asked why, and why
girls always choose girls, she said, "Boys don't cooperate as well." The boys
seemed a bit taken aback at this and one said tentatively, "Some girls don't
cooperate..." No one was willing to try to argue this, however, and one boy
pointed out that he and his (girl) partner had cooperated well that day: "We both
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decided to do something" (when they were required to choose among some
allernatives) and "We worked together." One of t~e other,two boys, however,
was already intent on explaining why boys and girls don t choo~e eac~ other
and/or don't cooperate. "Boys and girls don't like each other yet, he said, and
"they're different." They then proceeded to count the wa~s..

An explanation of gender segregation given bya girl 10 another group was
"It's more exciting if you're a boy [and] you get to ~~ve a boy f~r y~ur partner.
Then if you're a girl and you get a girl it's more exciung for you. It IS not cle~
what she meant by "exciting," but who their partn~rs ?r gro~p me~bers wer~ did
seem to be more important to girls. We saw two mc'd~nts 10 which a domm~n~
girl dictated very overtly which other girls would be 10 the group she was ~n.
Mary appeared to be one of the most popular girls in the cl.ass. At one point
during a session when the children were ~lIowed ~o choosetheir own groups for a
game we saw a group of five or six girls moving toward her. SU~denly. the

iris dashed toward her, in an apparent "ra<;e"· to be first ,~t her SIde. Mary
~ointed to two girls and declared, "Those two. wer~ last. The two l~ked
disappointed at the judgment but did not contest It. Without protest, they joined

the other group of girls. .
In another incident involving Mary, the children had g~t~ered on the floor

around the instructor, who was explaining the rules of an actl~lt~. Shelley, who
was the tallest and oldest-looking girl in the class, w~ sunng near Mary.
Shelley shifted her position closer to Mary's, and Mary quickly mov~d away. It
continued in this fashion-- Shelley inching closer and Mary moving away-
until Mary turned to Shelley with an angry face and told her to stop. .

It seemed to be Mary's prerogative to accept or exclude othe~ girls when
partners or groups formed for the activities. The process of choosl~g partn~rs
was. for the girls. an event that generated much exci':Cment and anxiety. ~Irls
exhibited more concern than did boys over the question of w~o wou~d paIr up
~ith whom. Most of the girls in the class found partners ea~tly, whl!,e one or
two of the apparently less popular girls got each other (or a leftover boy) as
partners. In the one case of exclusion that involv~ boys, two boys excluded a
third boy, but did it nonverbally and much less obviously.

DISCUSSION

Our purpose in this exploratory study was to ?bserve d!fferences ~nd
similarities in girls' and boys' reactions to ~nd perfor~ance ID cooper~t~ve
activities in physical education. There is co~slderable ~vldenc~ of the pos~t~~~
effects of cooperative learning. both academic and socI~I, but few st~dles
focused on its effect on gender interaction. Our observatIons wer~ gUIded. by th~
two theoretical models that attempt to explain the ~endered SOCIal rela~l~ns ~
school children: the different cultures model. exemphfied for many by Gllhgant
(1982) /11 A Differellt Voice, and the situational (or ~erhaps mlcr~structura )
model exemplified by Thorne's (1993) Gender Play: Girls and Boys In School.
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The differ~nt cUI~u~~s model would predict girls to be more enthusiastic
about ~ooper~tlve acuviues and more adept at them than boys. Its prediction
regardl~g the Influence of cooperative activities on gender segregation is not so
clear; different cultures theorists have admitted that the extreme segregation of
~e two cultures can be broken down (e.g., by deliberate reinforcement) but it is
difficult. '

The. si.tuational .m~d~1 empha~izes. the complexity of gender relations
(~ontradlctlons, ambiguities, and diversity) in contrast to the dualism of the
dlfferen! cultures model. Proponentsof the situational model advocate looking at
gender In context, starting wi.th ~ctivities rather than the assumption of two
c~Jtures (Thorne 1993). In this VIew, some situations elicit a sense of gender
?Iffe~~nce (or e~en antagonism), others one of unity. For example, in our
Interviews the chd~ren were requested to address gender. When they did so, an
us~ver~~s-them .at~~ude em~rged, with .comments like "Boys are yucky to girls"
(g!r1), I hate gl~ls (boy), ! used to hke b~ys to play with...but I've changed"
(girl) and a boy s ~esponse, I never even liked girls. It By contrast, when girls
and bo~s were asslgn.ed other-gender partners and given an interesting task, the
harmonious result belled these harsh words.

We did not .find gi~ls. t~ be more cooperative than boys, at least as defined
b~ our cooperative acnviues. These activities seemed to minimize gender
dlfferen~es beca~se girls and boys were equaUy unfamiliar with how to "do"
cooperanon, Thl~ su.ggests that situational factors (such as the introduction of
coo~ratlv~learning In a physical-education setting) can influence the behavior
of children In. ways c~unter to the "culture" of gender.

The . ba~ls for ~Iff~~ent c~h~res theorists' assertion that girls are more
cooperative IS .thatgirls ~tress Intimacy and connection" and "affirm solidarity
and commonality, expressing what has been called an 'egalitarian ethos'" (Thorne
1993)...In other ~ords, girls supposedly prefer not to compete because
compenuon emph~slzes ,"r~nk" a~d position relative to'others. However, when
we.observ~d the childrens mteracnons between activities, such as during periods
o~ Instruction or when partners for activities were being chosen, it appeared that
girls ~ere more concerned about rank among themselves than were boys
" C?lrl~ were a":~e of th~ir po~iiion relative to othe;'girls 'in the class,-~~d no
egalitarian ethos was evident In their interactions. Moreover, incidents of
~xclusl~n sU~h as those described suggest that the "ethics" which guide girls'
Int~racuons In same-s~x groups are not congruent with the inclusive, helping
phdos~phy of ~ooperatlve learning.

Finally, With respect to the issue of gender segregation, our observation was
that complete gender segregation would occur unless the situation was structured
by the .leacher. When the teacher mixed girls and boys, they interacted
h~rmomously and apparen.tly ~appily. Whether this is seen as supporting the
different cultures or the situational model is a matter of interpretation. For
example, Maccoby (I ?90), a different cultures theorist, and Thorne (1993), a
proponent of the sl~ualJonal model, interpret the same study (Serbin, Tonick, and
Sternglanz 1977) differently. In this study, teachers gave positive reinforcement
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for preschoolers' cooperative cross-sex play. During the two-week duration of
the experiment gender integration increased significantly and then returned to the
earlier segregated pattern when reinforcement stopped. Maccoby took this as
evidence that children's same-sex preferences are difficult to change, whereas
Thorne was impressed by the significant difference after such a short period of
intervention (Thorne 1993:210).

Both models look at the effect of adult presence on children's gender
segregation. Different cultures theorists argue that girls' inability to influence
boys may also explain a well-known finding that girls in school tend to stay
nearer an adult than boys do, presumably for protection from boys' dominance.
Maccoby (1990) cites at least one (unpublished) finding that girls do not stay
nearer to an adult when playing in all-girl groups.

Thorne (1993) suggests that presence of an adult tends to undermine gender
separation both because they have the authority to enforce gender mixing, and by
doing so legitimize it. Wherever adults exert more control (e.g.,in classrooms
compared to playgrounds), she argues, one finds more gender integration.
Because adult enforcement of it also legitimizes gender mixing, children's fear of
being called a sissy or being accused of having a crush on someone is reduced.
When children are allowed to choose their own partners, which Thorne calls
"witnessed choice," it is a situation "ripe for teasing" (Thorne 1993:54). Thus.
the argument goes, boys will choose boys and girls girls in order to avoid being _·'X.~:;/~f~

teased. ....' :;;:;:: .:~~~~.t~f~tJ~~.~,:~4f/
Though we only observed these second graders in their physic~l'edu~~ti~n!:~~1f~t

classes, and for a relatively short period of time, we never once.observ~d::aJl:-~g~t~~~
incident of heterosexual teasing. Neither did we hear any referencetoi()Ii:ifi~1I~
group interviews we conducted. Nevertheless, in.the presence'ofsevet~l~adliJ~~f'~:;~~:3!f~
(their substitute teacher, their regular teacher, who was usually solllewher¢·in:the:~~~~:-·~~ti;'

gym, and two observers), thes.e children segregated themselv~cd~plet~t)t:'~~i
. whenever they had the opportunity. On the day we observed the gr~te~l (Je$re~~,~~~1tli:;,

. of both cooperation and enjoyment, the teacher had assigned boy-girlpa.i.%,~4·~:.~~
had given them an absorbing task that required a variety of mental and physic:at.-·~.~~~~~~~·:

skills. The activity was to pick .uP '!. card. from the center rlngvread 'the:~~'·~·,~:'_;~·~ _._
instructions, and do the activity. For example, the card chosen by'aboy~girtj,'cji~'T:~~r
might say "Do 100 collective jumping jacks," meaning that one chJ~d.~o~uld:;dQ~·~~~~~~H;~l
them untiI tired, then the other would take over. They would go on..Jllis .~~aY:,i;:?'~ln~~

until they reached 100,and then return to the ring to get another card·~:L··1{;·j}8i::/~li0L12}t~~)~H~~
We observed this "card game" activity in the second to last session,~~~~~~:tr~~).?L~lc.

struck by how different (more involved, positive, and focused). th~~·.~~i.ld~·~~~;-,Ltl.;(;;/f
seemed compared to many of the prior sessions. From this we.spe~ul~te;~;:;t~~t~£t~{i:{::~:;~
cooperative goal structures alone are not sufficient for promoU'n~'geild~r~~~~~4~~~~
integration. It appeared that the "card game" was so suc(;c:ssful,.~~c~~~~~:~·_I:~<;J·}~~~t
required more complete concentration than some of the other aclivities···.··;·;;<~~f,·;~,t~5~r~fi·~:~ft·

Three authors, Evans (1986), Griffin (1983), and Thorne (1993)~,:· h~v~::t.l)~J~l~:
suggested that characteristics of the games themselyes affect the likelihood·that H~?~%;~~~f~
they will be gender integrated. Griffin (1983), in "Gymnastics I~ a Girl:~~;~.~.~:~;,,~1/l~1~~t

':':/;'~±'Jj"~~li~!l!ll
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pointed out that perceived sex-appropriateness is an important determinant of
gender integration in gymnastics. In her study, boys participated seriously only
on the rings, horse, and parallel bars. During the ttgirl appropriate" events, they
clowned, teased, and harassed the girls.

Evans (1986:6) focused on skill requirements of the game. He observed
during recess at an Illinois public school and found that of 238 team games, 78%
were played by boys and only 22% by girls. He attributed this difference to
differences in skill. For example, girls and boys played kickball together more
than football because kickball did not require the throwing and catching skills
that girls were less likely to have.

For Thome (1993), the key to gender integration was structuring the game
to avoid witnessed choice. In her study, the most gender-integrated games were
kickball, handball, and dodgeball, all of which could be entered easily without
being chosen. The problem of witnessed choice is eliminated, she argued, if one
could enter simply by getting into line. When this occurred, the game was more
likely to begender- (and also age- and race-) integrated.

Cooperative activities address these three concerns. Because they are new to
the children, they are not sex-typed; because they require children to assist each
other, differences in skill levels are minimized. The problem of witnessed choice
is solved, but only when the teacher assigns gender-integrated pairs or groups.
As indicated above, however, not all cooperatively structured activities are
equally effective in promoting gender integration. If they are to be used for this
purpose, more study is needed to distinguish among them. To our knowledge,
advocates of cooperative education have not attempted to make distinctions
among cooperative activities except on the basis of age-appropriateness.

The findings of this pilot project with all its limitations (described above)
may not beconfirmed by future studies based on large, representative samples of
children of varying ages. If they are, however, the implications for educational'
practice are striking. If interesting and challenging activities with cooperative
goal structures can achieve gender integration, they should be widely used j.!1
physical education classes. Title IX requires that girls and boys be in the same

-;., physical education classes, but,'as the experience of the student who coached 1'-
ball and our own observations illustrate, that is clearly not enough.
Comprehensive and rigorous studies are needed to convince school policymakers
and physical education teachers that cooperative activities may be a way to reach
the goal of real gender integration. As we have seen, a program of systematic
positive reinforcement also resulted in gender integration in a preschool
classroom. For the physical education teacher, however, use of cooperative
activities, which can achieve educational goals such as skill development and
fitness as well as gender integration, seems much more feasible.
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ENDNOTES

I. This is not to suggest that all girls are less skilled than boys t th
games. usually played in elementary physi I d . a e team
con ti . rca e ucanon In a
thisv~:S~:::~n~~t~ ~:e~~r~:~c~~s~::~ntary physical educ~tion .tea::;re~
between girls and boys have diminished n~~~~a~~er ~~~~ skill dIfferences
typology of "participation styles" of middle sch~j child In (I~8~~ created a
based partly on skill. The most fr ren ~Il In genders
with low skill levels. equent types among the girls were those

2. A number of studies have sh hat i
scolded more for misbehavi~~~~ at I~ the academic c1.assroom boys are
example Wilk· d M I praised for academiC work (see for

, mson an arrett 1985) In our b . h '
special praise for boys to offset th . be. · . 0 servahon t ere was no

err mg repnmanded more.
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LANGUAGE OBSTACLES IN THE NARRATIVES OF
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Language is a gendered system that reflects male experience and
expressions and the categories used in traditional sociological inquiry
are often incongruent with the experiences of women's lives (Devault
1990;. Long /987; Keller 1985; Smith /979). An examination of 32
abused women's narratives of violence from their intimate partners
demonstrates that words for the content oftheir experiences were readily
a~cessible. Women's articulations of the interactional meanings of the
Violence, however, indicated vocabularies insufficient ;v describe the
effects. I examine how abused women's reports of naming and use of
language shape meaning and consequent actions. Jargue that a gendered
language system poses obstacles to the constructions and expressions of
these meanings.

Lan~uage is the quintessential embodiment of human experience. It is the
most SOCial .of all human phenomena anchoring and articulating everything from
sex.ual relations and family intimacy to the war plans and peace negotiations of
nation-states (Boden 1991:848). Language is not merely a passive form of
communi.cation (~odd and .Fisher 1988), but an active force shaping the
constructions and interpretations of experience. It defines, mirrors, and thus
sustains social order.

Language and the power to name are vital in both social control and
knowledge construction processes. It is through language and naming that actors
create th~ir own realities and that phenomena are made "real," Evelyn Fox Keller
(198?), for example, discussed the power of language and naming in science. By
naming nature, by creating theories and models which constructed and defined
natur~,.sci~ntists transformed the unknown into the known. DuBois' (1983:) 08)
amplifications of naming processes suggested that what was left unnamed in
society as in science, became non-existent, as its reality was not confirmed: '

A.u!hor's Note: I would like to thank my writer's group colleagues Petra
Liljestrand, Theresa Montini, and Patricia Flynn for comments and criticisms on
very early drafts, and to Adele Clarke for insightful comments at several stages.
I am grateful to the detailed and substantive comments of anonymous reviewers
and WiJliam J. Swart, Managing Editor.




